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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. Caisleán Na Finne. Welcome 
Castlefinn to the 2022 SuperValu TidyTowns competition.  You have 8 busy members on your committee who are 
representative of your community, with 40 volunteers supporting you, a great turn out for your small village. Your 
annotated aerial map indicating general points of interest in the village was useful during our visit. For next year 
consider indicating the locations of any new works to be included in this year's judging or specific areas you wish to 
bring to the adjudicator's attention. Annotate them as (N) new or (M) maintained for clarity. You enjoy practical and 
economic support from both local agencies, local businesses and local people to assist your works. You have an 
inclusive attitude to the greater good of the village with positive interactions with a range of local groups including 
the C.P.I. (Castlefinn Partnership Initiative), St. Vincent De Paul, Local G.A.A, Local Soccer club, Community 
Childcare/Creche, History Club, Mens Shed club, Over 50’s club. Following Covid so many groups have become 
used to communicating through social media and Castlefinn seems to have embraced this medium. It can be 
daunting to venture into broadcasting, so well done to your committee member for their successful interview with 
(Finn FM) stressing the importance of the Tidy Towns and having a proactive community. Well done in how positive 
you have been in approaching the local school children from ST Marys NS to include them in your work and your 
interaction with their school grounds and biodiversity activities. We hope to see progress on joint projects with the 
schools in the coming years on topics from biodiversity to sustainability.  We are glad to hear that your 26 years of 
engagement with the Tidy Towns and participating in the competition has been so fruitful for your community and 
hope it encourages and facilitates discussion around common community issues as well as improving the quality of 
your local environment. As you so proudly say in your entry form it really is a case of “ask not what our town can do 
for us but what we can do for our town”. Keep up the good work.
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We must congratulate you on the sensitive treatment of your historic and feature buildings which, although not 
grand or of a dominant scale, are non the less such a lovely feature of your rural village. They combine to form such 
lovely spaces such as the Diamond. McGlynns and McBrides both looked lovely with their stonework. The Post 
Office was a busy spot with parking here hindering access somewhat for pedestrians. You have a wealth of 
ecclesial sites of various ages and styles in the village. It is a pity that there is a no entry sign at the St Patrick 
Chruch site somewhat hidden off the road. We look forward to seeing progress on your Historical trail which will 
identifying key areas of the town and their historical significance. The Bridge is a fantastic feature and looked well 
but talk to your area engineers about a dedicated path along it or a change in material to denote pedestrian zones. 
Is there scope to have a viewing area developed to have a view of the bridge or access to the lovely riverside 
setting? Continue to work with your Community Water Officer to progress this.  As with many centres derelict and 
empty buildings are a real concern for Castlefinn especially given one or two examples at such prime and visible 
locations. The printed window boards and images in the empty units such as at the corner at the road to the Bridge, 
is a great way to enliven empty units. We hope some of these sites will find a permanent use soon including your 
ghost estate on the Raphoe Road which sounds hopeful now the council are involved. Best of luck in your proactive 
approach in contacting proprietors to seek their support with improvements.  We noted a good number of seats 
around the village which we hope will encourage pedestrians of all abilities to walk around the village knowing there 
are well spaced resting spots. The new path to the football club is a great addition and well used. As a group you 
seem to understand the power of community to create health and welbeing can be greater than any doctor or 
hospital. Do you know if there is a need for bicycle racks in the village, either for school children, locals or increasing 
numbers of passing cyclists? Is there a demand at the Diamond or Alphabet Park? There are several lovely historic 
streetscape elements such as the water pump and Telephone Box at The Diamond. They have been joined by your 
new bin and the lovely 2007 clock tower. The green water pump opposite McGlynns looks a little vulnerable so 
close to the kerb. Could a narrower crossing be installed here if the central island was removed to improve it setting 
and make this crossing safety for pedestrians?
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setting? Continue to work with your Community Water Officer to progress this.  As with many centres derelict and 
empty buildings are a real concern for Castlefinn especially given one or two examples at such prime and visible 
locations. The printed window boards and images in the empty units such as at the corner at the road to the Bridge, 
is a great way to enliven empty units. We hope some of these sites will find a permanent use soon including your 
ghost estate on the Raphoe Road which sounds hopeful now the council are involved. Best of luck in your proactive 
approach in contacting proprietors to seek their support with improvements.  We noted a good number of seats 
around the village which we hope will encourage pedestrians of all abilities to walk around the village knowing there 
are well spaced resting spots. The new path to the football club is a great addition and well used. As a group you 
seem to understand the power of community to create health and welbeing can be greater than any doctor or 
hospital. Do you know if there is a need for bicycle racks in the village, either for school children, locals or increasing 
numbers of passing cyclists? Is there a demand at the Diamond or Alphabet Park? There are several lovely historic 
streetscape elements such as the water pump and Telephone Box at The Diamond. They have been joined by your 
new bin and the lovely 2007 clock tower. The green water pump opposite McGlynns looks a little vulnerable so 
close to the kerb. Could a narrower crossing be installed here if the central island was removed to improve it setting 
and make this crossing safety for pedestrians?

The emphasis on establishing a strong landscape structure in the village is to be commended and the efforts you 
are putting into planting on approach roads is great to see. In addition to enhancing the setting of the village the 
mere presence of this quality of maintained landscapes signals to motorists that they are approaching your 
populated area (with increased pedestrians and cyclists), triggering motorists to check their speed and, if needed, 
slowing down. We appreciate the time and effort it takes to uphold these standards. The new sculpture at the green 
space by the junction for  Ballindrait was seen and admired and is a nice feature at this junction. A backdrop of 
planting might highlight it even more. The specimen evergreen trees near the Post Office area a real feature along 
the street here. We note you have planted 20 trees as part of a nation-wide campaign. Ensure tree ties are removed 
from all tress in the village once they have established.  Have you developed a landscape plan for the village 
building on the new potential areas you have identified. Keep a note of all your interventions on a map. A planting 
programme and a plan for regular maintenance of planted areas should be an integral part of your overall 
development approach. Think about identifying a different location selected for planting each year, or a 
priority-based plan depending on which areas are most in need of planting. The Alphabet Park is such a resource 
for your community, and we very much enjoyed out walk around it. The Men's Shed and polytunnel areas were 
visited and we loved the green tunnel and the circular display of farm machinery / treaty information. We hope to 
see progress on your intention for Castlefinn TT to be able to supply their own flowers grown here within the 
community. Ensure you look to the All-Ireland Pollinator plan for guidance on those plants that provide seasonal 
colour but also are of benefit to biodiversity. The use of herbaceous and pollen rich perennials is to be encouraged, 
they provide a more interesting and subtle colour to the area and should require less maintenance. The neat box 
balls by the old phone box in the Diamond lent a certain formality to this space which was appropriate. Best of luck 
with your plans for the Secret Garden by the school.

Well done in the work to improve access to the River Finn but make sure you continue to take advice from local 
Water officers and your biodiversity consultants to ensure the works done here are suitable for this lovely habitat. Is 
there any scope to provide a path from the village to this new amenity? Well done also to the pupils of Castlefinn 
Primary School for the works done by all classes towards their 5th Green Flag on Biodiversity.  We wish them luck 
with their Bat Conservation award aided by the Seniors group – an inter-generational approach. To further promote 
this topic in the community have you considered getting an expert from Birdwatch Ireland or Bat Ireland to lead a 
nature walk in the town? These can be a low impact way of getting local people involved and aware of the wildlife 
present in the surrounding landscape. Following on from your wildlife research project do consider building on this 
by doing a simple wildlife survey of the village to help you progress in this category. Habitat enrichment such as the 
works done at the Hollow Road can be applied to other areas of the town. Sowing Wildflowers on verges is one way 
to improve biodiversity but reducing mowing in all areas of the village from the roadside verges to the grounds of St 
Marys will also be a simple way to address this category. Again, look to the AIPP for advice on reduced grass 
mowing

As ever the standard here was high with very little litter evident in the village core area so well done to all involved in 
the litter collections. Keep up your high standards here. Some bins in the town may benefit from a power wash. It is 
good to hear that the new solar bin has helped with addressing litter.  We are glad to see that you as a community 
take part in community clean up days and an attendance of 40 is a great turnout. Thanks to all who lent a hand. We 
hope the awareness campaigns you are starting with the Local Authority involved in addressing dog litter will be a 
success for you. The Village, its landscaped areas and its built environment were all presented to a high standard 
and well done in all the hard work to achieve this. We have addressed derelict sites elsewhere. The panelling at St 
Marys Hall needs attention. One note of warning. While signs are an important element for wayfinding, be careful on 
the use of excessive signage in the town.   We note your frustrating at seeing all your work being undermined by 
litter thrown from passing traffic. It must be infuriating. Another campaign to progress!

How great to hear that your current committee have adopted a theme for your Tidy Towns plan 2022-2026 of Clean 
Living. You have covered a lot of projects for this category in this year's submission, so we can only highlight a few 
below. But rest assured your enthusiasm for this topic is noted and encouraged. Well done to all in being awarded 
“the Clean and Green award” for the Stranorlar Municipal District for the last 2 years. We hope there will be 
progress on the bottle bank for next year's visit. The work you are doing to address the waste caused by plastic 
bottles and coffee cups is applauded. Have you considered selling a reusable Castlefinn Coffee cup which can also 
help your raise funds? Perhaps work with the local GAA club on this. You use your Facebook page to progress the 
topics of composting and rainwater collection in your community. We also see that you have been in contact with 
Donegal County Council and now have posters that can be re-used as advertising for your town clean ups. A 
practical example of addressing this category. Continue with your attendance at Sustainable webinars and 
conferences to get even more ideas as to how to address this topic with the support of Donegal County Council.

Green Spaces and Landscaping / Spásanna Glasa agus Tírdhreachú:

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:



the litter collections. Keep up your high standards here. Some bins in the town may benefit from a power wash. It is 
good to hear that the new solar bin has helped with addressing litter.  We are glad to see that you as a community 
take part in community clean up days and an attendance of 40 is a great turnout. Thanks to all who lent a hand. We 
hope the awareness campaigns you are starting with the Local Authority involved in addressing dog litter will be a 
success for you. The Village, its landscaped areas and its built environment were all presented to a high standard 
and well done in all the hard work to achieve this. We have addressed derelict sites elsewhere. The panelling at St 
Marys Hall needs attention. One note of warning. While signs are an important element for wayfinding, be careful on 
the use of excessive signage in the town.   We note your frustrating at seeing all your work being undermined by 
litter thrown from passing traffic. It must be infuriating. Another campaign to progress!

Generally residential properties in the town were presented to a high standard so well done to all your residents. We 
noted some boundary walls that needed attention but your offer to make your power washer available for any 
household to address this is great to see. When residents are elderly your team are happy to lend a hand. A nice 
approach. Your team of Community Employment workers do a fantastic job all around the town and aid residents in 
dealing with communal areas. The grass areas at Sessiagh Park were well tended but still with clover seen in the 
front grass areas. This might be one of the areas where you are encouraging the growth of the wildflowers and 
reducing the amounts of mowing? More trees could be planted here in conjunction with National Tree week?  We 
wish to thank residents here and at Caislean Court and Grahamsland Estate for all the effort involved in maintaining 
their communal areas.

We wholeheartedly agree that the general first impression of any person traveling through Castlefinn from all 
approach roads is very important to your committee and the standard of presentation was excellent. Well done, as 
there are substantial lengths of roadsides that you and your CE team look after. The focus on tree planting is 
especially noted and encouraged. Car parking on footpaths, the links between the riverside and village centre, and 
the interaction of pedestrians with through-traffic, present challenges for you. Good luck getting the zebra crossings 
updated and we applaud your focus on encouraging people of all ages to be active. Where speed limit signs are 
under trees, they will need a more frequent cleaning as algae can make them dirty. Your traffic calming signs need 
replacing as some are faded. The stone Castlefinn gateway signs are robust and eye-catching and present a good 
impression to the visitor of the village ahead.

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Concluding Remarks:

As a first-time visitor we very much enjoyed our visit to your lovely village. As a committee you all should be rightly 
proud of all the work you have done for the benefit of the wider community. We are so happy to hear that 
involvement in the Competition has transformed the village.  As you say it really is about bringing the feel-good 
factor back to Castlefinn and restoring pride in your local community. Given your proactive attitude we see no 
reason why Castlefinn should not go from strength to strength in Tidy Towns over the coming years. Thanks to all 
involved and all those who support you.


